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Basic Mittens: Keep your hands cozy in these snazzy mittens! Students will learn to how knit mittens in the round on 
double pointed needles and how to shape the thumb gusset.  

• Wednesdays, June 7 & 14 from 1-3 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Susan 
• $40 plus supplies 

 

Basic Socks: Learn to knit the coziest thing in the history of the world – hand knit socks! In this class students will learn 
all the techniques needed to knit top down socks, including how to knit in the round on double pointed needles, how to 
do a gauge swatch in the round, how to work a heel flap, how to work a short row heel, how to pick up stitches and how 
to work Kitchener (grafting) stitch.  

• Saturdays,  June 17, 24 & July 1 from 10 a.m. - 12 p.m. with Susan 
• $60 plus supplies 

 
 
BeeZee Beanie: Zigzag your way around this slightly slouchy beanie with two-color brioche stitch, increasing and 
decreasing as you go. You will love the play of color, the reversibility and the squooshy texture of this versatile hat.  

• Mondays, June 5 & 12 from 12-2 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Martha 
• $40 plus supplies 

 

Beginner Knit Hat: Learn to knit in the round while making this fantastic hat! This simple hat can be made as a beanie 
or a slouchy hat and is sized from infant to large adult.  

• Mondays, June 19 & 26 from 1-3 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Susan 
• $40 plus supplies 

 
Beginner Preventing & Fixing Mistakes: Ever get to the end of a row and find you are short a stitch or two, or that 
you have too many stitches, or that holes have inexplicably appeared in your knitting? Maybe your stitches are looking a 

little wonky and you just don’t know how to fix them. Then this class is perfect for the beginner knitter. Learn what 
common mistakes we all make while knitting and, more importantly, how to fix them.  

• Wednesday, June 21 from 1-3 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Andrea 
• $20 plus supplies 

 

Beginning Knitting: Learn the basics with this 2 part class! Students will learn how to cast on, the knit & purl stitch, 

how to work knit and purl stitches in the same row, and how to read a pattern. We will work towards knitting your first 
project, the Wheat Scarf by Tin Can Knits!  

• Wednesdays, June 7 & 14 from 1-3 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Andrea 
• $40 plus supplies 

 
Block Party!: So you’ve spent hours and hours stitching up that lovely shawl and realized you don’t have a spare bed or 
floor to block your beloved project on or one where Spot won’t decide it’s good to smell like wet wool ad make a nest in 

the middle of your shawl. We will be opening up the studio for you to have an unobstructed, animal free place to block 
your larger projects. Help will be on hand to tackle the tougher shaped items or those who have never used wires before. 
You will be able to leave them over night and pick them up the following Sunday. We will also have a garment steamer 
available for use. Space is limited so please sign up early. One large project per person, please, but there will be room for 
smaller ones too. 

• Saturday, June 24 from 12:30- 2:00 p.m. (Pick-up is Sunday, June 25 at 2:00 p.m.) with Andrea 
• $20 plus supplies 

  
Crocheted Mitered Square Blanket: What to do with all those bits and bobs of our beautiful leftover yarns? Join us in 
this class to learn how to make a beautiful blanket out of them! Are you a beginner? No problem! This is a great class for 
beginners since you only need to know single crochet and chains. You’ll learn how to make a mitered square out of the 
yarn of your choice and how to use mattress stitch to join your squares together without showing any stitches, as well as 
tips for planning how to make all the squares needed for your blanket. 

• Tuesday, June 20 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. with Jessica 
• $20 plus supplies 
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Holden Shawl: This is Lace Shawl Knitting 101! If you have never knit a triangular shawl, or even lace for that matter, 
this class is for you. While we are working this lovely shawl pattern, you will learn things like a tab start, basic chart 
reading, a stretchy bind-off and how to block your lovely once you have finished.  

• Mondays, June 19, 26 & July 3 from 1-3 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Andrea 
• $60 plus supplies 

 
Mosaic Cowl: Colorwork for the beginning knitter? Yes, you can! What’s our secret, you ask? Mosaic knitting! In this 
class you will learn mosaic knitting in the round, how to read the mosaic chart and have fun doing it! 

• Mondays, June 19 & 26 from 12-2 p.m. or 6-8 p.m. with Martha 
• $40 plus supplies 

 

Needle Felted Embellishments: Get a taste of needle felting with this beginner class. We will learn the art of 
embellishment with fiber on other felted items or something from home such as a jean jacket. You can even use this 
technique to patch jeans!   

• Saturday, June 17 from 10 a.m.- 12 p.m. with Andrea 

• $20 plus supplies 
 

*Open Sweater Study: Knit the sweater of your choosing in Open Sweater Study! Pick any sweater, any construction, 

any size, as simple or complex as you like. This class is designed to be flexible to suit the student’s needs with help on 
certain skills (like fitting and bust darts) and more. This class is for the student to get support and instruction on 
whatever area they need help with at that moment. Sign up for as many or as few classes as you need. 

• Tuesdays, June 6, 13, 20 & 27 from 6-8 p.m. with Andrea 
• $20 per class 

 
Pizzelle Beret: Have you always wanted to learn how to make crocheted cables, but found them intimidating? Wait no 

more! The Pizzelle Beret makes crocheted cables easy, fun, and stylish. This pattern is only 40 rows long, so it works up 
quickly with enough challenge to keep you interested. In this class you will build the following skills: pattern reading, 
front-post and back-post stitches, crocheted cables, bobble/puff stitches, and blocking techniques. 

• Wednesdays, June 7 & 14 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. with Jessica 
• $40 plus supplies 

 

Spring Ripple Crocheted Scarf: It’s cold! It’s dark! If you’re already dreaming of spring, let’s make a scarf to swaddle 
us but bring the spirit of spring while we wait for the warm-up. The Spring Ripple Scarf uses the traditional chevron and 
filet crochet techniques to create a scarf that has a solid architecture foundation and a delicate laciness that transitions 
well to spring. In this class, you’ll learn the chevron and filet techniques as you create the scarf. 

• Tuesdays, June 6 & 13 from 6:30-8:30 p.m. with Jessica 
• $40 plus supplies 

 

Vivid Blanket: Take the next step with your lace knitting with the Vivid Blanket. This blanket is a collection of squares 
that are knit individually then stitched together so you can make it as big or small as you like. Students will learn casting 
on from the center with the pinhole method and working lace in the round. There will also be discussion of color theory 
and block placement within the blanket. 

• Saturdays, June 24 & July 1 from 10 a.m.-12 p.m. with Andrea 
• $40 plus supplies 
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Class pricing and policies 
Classes are $10 per hour plus supplies unless specified; length of class is dependent upon the complexity of the 
subject. All classes are two hours and up. You can purchase classes individually or apply package credit. The price 

and length each class will be clearly defined in the class description. 
 
Packages of class hours are available at $100 per 10 hours, which includes 10 hours of instruction plus one 10% 
off coupon for supplies and one voucher for a one-hour Knit/Crochet/Spin Doctor session. 
 
Classes have a minimum of 3 students and maximum of 6 to 12 students, depending on the complexity of the 
subject. 

 
The Knit/Crochet/Spin Doctor sessions are $15 per hour and are available several times during the month; times 
are on the calendar. Get the help you need with a tricky stitch sequence, an unclear pattern, a runaway dropped 
stitch, or any other knitting, crocheting or spinning challenge. Call to schedule a session. 
 
Private Tutoring sessions are $25 per hour. 

 


